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About This Game

Marble Muse is an indie physics based game, where you tilt the environment using gravity to navigate a marble through
increasingly mind bending courses. Enter the inventor's workshop with many elaborate levels to master and many hidden secrets

to discover. Test all his inventions, starting with proof of concept and ending with the finished product.

Features

24 levels

Levels made of cardboard, wood, metal, electronic components, etc.

Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum(Challenge mode) times to beat.

Secrets mode for each level - Find the hidden marble and red stars.

Challenge mode for each level - The marble moves twice as fast.

Marble selection

Steam Achievements

Steam Leaderboards
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Steam Trading Cards

Steam Cloud Saves

Level Creator
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Title: Marble Muse
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Ketos Games
Publisher:
Ketos Games
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP+

Processor: 2.0 GHz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 or OpenGL 3 compatible video card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 720 MB available space

English
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Too harsh management. Even if I play only with my friends, got banned from cheating. Just curious about how it is done. At
least, they could allow playing with another account but they want me to buy again the game. Even if I want to buy again and
play, I cannot like changing account every time. It's not a worldwide RPG game, its fun to play with friends only. So, whatever
its your loss.. Stinking pile of poop, its not like the jones game and yes the dev may have been inspired by jones the same way a
book inspires someone to write a book so well done! don't buy..... It's a PS2-style dungeon crawler. Fans of games like
Wizardry: Tale of the Forsaken Land and King's Field will probably like this. It's clunky, but not in an awful way. I see myself
continuing to play this a lot.. Who's idea was it to make a mech game where you can't see anything.. The Store Page should say
Locked Keyboard Binds or Controller only! No Mouse!

Returning it. Didn't even get to play it, (literally on the Main Menu for 5 minutes so I could write this review) not going to waste
time on a keybindless PC game when there is Stardew Valley and/or My Time in Portia.

A note to the Devs if they are reading or care about their players/reviews.... I'd like my money back please and thank you.. A
very well made puzzle game. Easy controls. Great sound and visuals. Mechanics of the game are easy to pick up. The first few
levels are fairly easy, but the difficulty does go up fast. A logical brain and a little patience is a must. I'm currently about a third
of the way through the game and some of the levels are really testing me, but I am enjoying the challenge. If you have a logical
brain and like a mental challenge, I would recommend this game for you. Especially if it is in a Steam sale.. E.Wolf's
Downloadable Content

I highly recommend this DLC. There are plenty of new characters added with good dialogue and personalities. The story is great
with an ending decision that can be discussed between friends all day long. The new setting reminds me of Solstheim in
Skyrim's Dragonborn DLC with new locations, new quests, new items, and new problems to resolve.
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Really magnificent addon!

I just can`t believe how far one can go to achive the real as it gets. This is the plane I feel sad when I need to land. It`s that good!
One of the few that is masterpeace, almost as the simulator itself.

Absolutelly recommended!. it's a great platformer. you don't find this type of game often. it starts of super easy bt gets hard
quickly. but I keep having lots of fun. I hope Insane Mind Games keeps make lots of great games.. After going through puzzles
up TIER 16 (each tier has progressivly more puzzles per tier), and i gotta say it gets really reptetetive, until that point there were
no more gimmicks or add-ons that makes the puzzle feel more intricate, execpt on a select few maps there is this mirror affect
where if you activate one tile on one side the counterpart also activates. Its just to bad that this really feels frustrating to try and
plan around.

So sadly already this game is worse than a free puzzle game on my phone :\/

To add insult to injury the game is roughly 80 tiers of around 5+ levels per tier, so even if you get more features as you progress
it will drive you mad trying to actually complete such a long game that has the excuse- oh sorry i mean "theme" of being
minimalistic, ergo there is nothing but these 400~ puzzles, no soundtrack, no visualy pleasing backround, no clever story
supporting it. nope just you doing puzzles for 3\u20ac.

I will disclaim that as puzzles go im really not a big fan of this perticular puzzles style either, all it is, is clicking a tile and the 9
adjacent tiles "activate" and activating an activated tile deactiviates it etc.

Im also going to mention the difficulty is really out of control. And i get that you might think im just dumb but thats not what i
really mean, what i mean is for some reason the creators thought itd be smart to make certain tiles nonn clickable, so you are
actually limited in what options to solve the puzzles wich makes the puzzles with kind of obvious patterns to become actual no-
brainers. But at the other end some puzzles can have you just sit there and rageclick hoping to make yourself see the pattern.

bottom line is, if you like the nine tile activation style puzzle enough to do roughly 400 the go ahed, but if you are skeptic or just
curious i really do recommend not bothering and instead getting one of the hunderds puzzle apps for your phone or just go to
google and type in "free puzzle game" and chances are itl be just as good or even better.. Welcome to Insane Decay of Mind,
spiritual successor to Bonnie Tyler's two-packs-a-day anthem 'Total Eclipse of the Heart'. The first friendly face in this
game that can be bothered to talk to you tells you "LOLLIPOP COMPASS" and then twists her head around at
inhuman angles as you back away slowly down the corridor.

Honestly, that really sums this impenetrable madness up for me. You walk around, you find objects. Sometimes you
can pick them up, sometimes they just mysteriously vanish when you go near them. You're never entirely sure whether
you're progressing or just dying as the game seems to randomly regenerate the level each time you're killed by a
tentacle or zombie hall monitor or jackass in a rabbit mask.

I'm aware that me being unsure of what in the name of god this game is trying to accomplish is not much of a valid
reason to vote it down but I walked into a door, the game froze for about a minute and then reloaded the same area
with the Lollipop Compass madwoman standing mere feet in front of me and I'm having a hard time believing that any
of that was intentional. Lollipop Compass indeed, my dear. Lollipop Compass indeed.

Baffled progress below:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GqtHyDLxAwY. Kinda fun, not much to it. Finished all the levels within about half hour
and doubt i'll touch it again. More levels or modes might be cool.
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